Communication Center

Status
● Open

Name
Communication Center

Feature name and link
Communication Center

Description
Send/receive objects to and from other Tiki-powered sites

Dev (Bug reports & Feature requests)

Description en français
Descripción en español
Descripció en català

Popular alternatives

Type of feature
Administration

Setup and admin UI
B

UI end user
A

Stability
A

Feature-set and power
B

Number of permissions
6

Permissions
tiki_p_send_pages
tiki_p_sendme_pages
tiki_p_admin_received_pages
tiki_p_send_articles
tiki_p_sendme_articles
tiki_p_admin_received_articles

Can override global permissions?

Uses wiki syntax

Multilingual
The communications center uses an API to send send/receive objects from remote sites or servers. From within the wiki, users (with permissions) can send the current version of wiki pages and articles to and from other Tikiwiki sites. A special inbox is used to examine received objects and you can edit the objects, remove them or accept them from this inbox. Once accepted, objects will be as normal.

Admin icon

Comments

The original document is available at http://doc.tiki.org/item8